If we consider humiliation to be an emotion, or a set of emotions, and therefore a trope that can be anchored in the field of psychology, it is time to consider how this field evolved. As I studied psychology and medicine, these disciplines affected my life very directly. Furthermore, even though the field of psychology emerged in Europe, I have met academics and therapists in the farthest corner of the planet who accept it as a universal approach more than an approach that is indigenous to Europe and its history. Allow me therefore to dedicate this section to the academic field of psychology.

Psychology was ‘a mistake waiting to happen’, we hear from psychologist Alan Costall, ‘when physical science has promoted its methodology (of atomism, mechanism, and quantification) to an exclusive ontology, psychology (so conceived) was a pretty obvious mistake just waiting to happen — an essentially derivative science modelled on physics, yet having as its subject the very realm that physics rendered utterly obscure’.¹ Philosopher Michel Foucault warned that psychology has inherited from the Enlightenment a misplaced desire to align itself with the natural sciences and to find in human beings the prolongation of the laws that govern natural phenomena.² Psychologist Anthony Marsella calls for a new psychology for the future — a global-community psychology, a ‘meta-discipline’, a ‘superordinate discipline’ characterised by ‘a set of premises, methods, and practices for psychology based on multicultural, multidisciplinary, multisectoral, and multinational foundations global in interest, scope, relevance, and applicability’.³

Philosopher David Hartley (1705–1757) was the first person known to have used the word psychology in English, it was in a work published in 1748 in which he developed an associationist theory of the mind. Already before him, early empiricists such as John Locke (1632–1704) and David Hume (1711–1776), even though they did not use the term psychology, responded to Isaac Newton’s mechanical physics for the ‘outer’ extended world, with what Hume thought of as a corresponding physics of the ‘inner world’ of the mind. Locke differentiated primary and secondary qualities, whereby primary qualities comprised everything that is independent of the observer, such as extension, number, and solidity, in short, the ‘objective reality’ that natural scientists like Galileo and Newton had demonstrated to be nothing but matter in motion. Locke’s secondary qualities pointed at the subjective mind, the subjective effects in an observer in the form of experienced colours, tastes, and smells.

The clarity of Newton’s mechanical physics inspired great hopes for a better society, and this had a deep influence on the notion of morality. Philosopher Baruch Spinoza (1632–1677), for instance, inspired the materialist ideas of French Enlightenment philosophers to base law on science and reason, to forge an objective foundation for the promotion of a humane and egalitarian society — the hope was that this would eliminate oppressive laws informed by the prejudices of clergy and aristocrats.⁴

Unfortunately, however, the successes of Newton’s physics raised hopes too high, and the detrimental outcomes are felt until the day today. Since its inception, the academic discipline of psychology committed a scientific error, an error of blind ambition one may say, namely, it tried to present itself as if it were as purely quantitative as physics. It fell for the psychological trap also...
known as ‘physics envy’, and this even though psychology’s very raison-d’être is to study such traps rather than fall for them.

Qualitative psychologists, even though they were around, were marginal, chronicles psychologist Sven Brinkmann, co-director of the Center for Qualitative Studies at Aalborg University in Denmark. This was ironic, because qualitative methods in psychology ‘meet the demands of the methodology of the natural sciences more truly than do the methods of mainstream quantitative methodology’.

Early foundational qualitative studies in psychology were conducted, for instance, by Wilhelm Wundt, who established the first psychological laboratory in Leipzig in 1879, where he studied the mind in its historical and cultural manifestations. Then there was ‘James’s study of religious experience’, Brinkmann reports, there were ‘Freud’s investigations of dreams and his clinical method more broadly’, there was ‘Gestalt psychologists’ research on perception, Piaget’s interviews with children, Bartlett’s studies of remembering, and Merleau-Ponty’s phenomenology of the body’. As time went by, however, qualitative psychologists were increasingly marginalised by quantitative oriented researchers who represented the mainstream positivist view of psychology.

Only in the 1970s was qualitative psychology able to come more to the fore again, more appreciated, and Brinkmann suspects that this was due to the arrival of ‘liquid modernity’, as this meant the ‘emergence of a new dynamic, multiperspectival, and emergent social complexity that cannot easily be captured with the use of quantitative methods’.

Fast forward to present time, criticism is mounting within the field, and a critical ‘revisionist view’ of psychology opposes the mainstream positivist view of psychology. Psychologists Jeroen Jansz and Peter van Drunen summarise:

The positivist view of psychology was based on three basic assumptions: (a) Practical psychology is believed to rest on scientific knowledge developed within academic psychology, (b) this knowledge is further thought to be progressive and value-free, and (c) the application of this psychological knowledge is generally perceived as being beneficial for society and humankind. The opposite view, ‘the revisionist view’, holds three different basic assumptions: (a) Practical psychology originates from societal forces rather than from academic psychology, (b) psychological knowledge does not necessarily imply progress and is never value-free, and (c) psychology often represses or conceals society’s real conflicts.

If we follow the revisionist view of psychology, the positivist view is an article of faith more than an accurate reflection of the history of psychology, and ‘psychology’s utility and role in society has been oppressive just as often as it has fostered social progress’.

Psychologist Jaan Valsiner has traced how psychology emerged in the post-Napoleonic era in Germany as a discipline tasked to keep order in communities and order in the minds of people, and how the notion of science emerged later. Somewhere on this path, psychology lost its subject, says Valsiner, namely, the person. The person was the core of developmental psychology only from the 1920s to the 1930s, then rats, pigeons, monkeys, and crowds of human beings became substitutes for persons, ‘as if they represent the intricacies of the human psyche’.

The invention of the notion of correlation in the history of statistics by Francis Galton, Charles Spearman, Felix Krueger, and Karl Pearson at the end of the 19th century has done a major disservice for psychology to transpose real relationships into formal ones. Psychological generalisation becomes moot — any discovery of ‘relationships’ between ‘variable X’ and ‘variable Y’ in a correlational analysis reveals little about the actual functioning of the system in which whatever X and Y represent are systemically linked. Correlational data do not explain — they need explanation themselves! This claim has dramatic implications for the standard practices in psychology of our days where correlational evidence — generalised to discourse about ‘significant relations’ between ‘variables’ — is usually viewed as the final result of investigation.
In the 1970s, the situation began to open up, as manifested, among others, in the establishment of the *Journal of Person-Oriented Research*, based on the Person-Oriented Approach that ‘breaks out of the confines of the practice of substituting the person by a rat, a pigeon, a well-educated bonobo, a crowd (called “a sample”), or a computer’. By now, twenty-first century psychology is still in need of opening up, says Valsiner. The self — with innumerable possible personality traits — has taken the place of the soul as scientifically acceptable causal agent, Valsiner explains, and the outcome is that ‘psychology has lost its soul in the fight against the soul — resulting in legitimisation of mechanistic terms as explanatory agents’. All this happened despite the fact that human beings are not marbles one can draw from an urn at one’s will, they are ‘wilful, desirous, reflective, and at times resistant individuals who are tied to their peers by kinship, friendship, and profit relationships’.

Recent post-quantitative thinking in psychology goes along three lines, Brinkmann explains. First, *matter* (or nature) is understood as agentic and always changing, thus deconstructing the constructed opposition between a sphere of passive and inert matter on the one hand and a sphere of meaningful human experiences, discourses, and actions on the other. Second, *theorising* is seen as generative, with new words and concepts aiming to erode the established binaries that formed the foundation of the distinction between qualitative and quantitative research — why, Brinkmann asks, are empirical data seen as material to be coded, categorised, and analysed, using theoretical concepts supposedly on a higher level? Why should what informants say be coded and not what scholars such as Gilles Deleuze or Jacques Derrida say? Third, the *philosophy of representation* in general is being critiqued and rejected insofar as recent qualitative inquiry breaks with ‘the humanist, modernist, imperialist, representationalist, objectivist, rationalist, epistemological, ontological, and methodological assumptions of Western Enlightenment thought and practice’.

Jaan Valsiner explains that from the viewpoint of semiotics — the study of signs and symbols as elements of communicative behaviour — there is a controlling meta-sign called *scientific* that denotes the common sense legitimacy of science, and that this legitimacy is subject to historically changing social constraints, meaning that any search for attributions is a form of sign construction aiming to pass through this gate.

Further down, I will report on my own experiences with my research on humiliation, and how the very phrase *humiliation* initially failed to pass the ‘controlling meta-sign of science’. Publishers did not want to have the word humiliation in the title of an academic book — it simply seemed too ‘unscientific’. After my first book came out in 2006, titled *Making enemies: Humiliation and international conflict*, critical voices in the United States of America honoured it as one of the best academic books of the year, thus illustrating how the ‘common sense legitimacy of science’ changes over time. I am gratified when I read that also other academics now stand up for definitions of science that are more relevant to present-day reality in the world.

‘Science starts from intuition’, this is Jaan Valsiner’s message. It starts from the kind of intuition that is ‘educated in the process of initiation into social practices of science’, in other words, it is not some kind of naïve or ‘pure’ intuition — ‘the educated intuition is in the very core of all science’. Frames of reference are meta-cognitive models, they are ‘intellectual telescopes’, or windows of opportunity ‘to see some features of the object more clearly than others’. Valsiner speaks of the *individual-socioecological frame* as the only frame of reference suitable for psychology. This frame, even though it complicates the elaboration of methodology, fits the human condition best, because it adds the role of ‘external guidance by goals-oriented others’, persons or institutions, to the *individual-ecological frame* that fits ‘biological phenomena and the study of most nonhuman species’.

Rather than simply accumulating data, Valsiner recommends Albert Einstein’s approach to cultural psychology, namely, the search for the *experimentum crucis* — for an experiment that, if true, rules out all other hypotheses or theories.

Insights like these have guided my research since its inception, and I have drawn radical consequences even for my personal life. It is clear that the complex of phenomena that surrounds
humiliation, honour, and dignity, and how we speak about them, represents a showcase example for the role that societal forces play. This entire complex offers a prime illustration of how these forces are far from value-free, and, furthermore, to what extent society’s conflicts may be exposed by psychology, but also concealed.

As mentioned before, not least the way this book is written is a consequence of the insights shared above. It is written as a painting more than as a scholarly presentation of a theory, as a painting that paints itself with the painter’s humble and loving involvement as a kaleidoscope or panorama painting, as an associative report of my personal life journey from intuition to understanding, in its loving embeddedness in a global network of relationships with all the people and ideas who have impacted my life.

In other words, I enact a relational approach to psychology and method that does not reject quantitative methodologies, yet, it embeds them within qualitative frames. Similarly, I do not reject the mindset of individualism that forms an important backdrop for quantitative approaches, I only embed it in a more relational construction of the self. Sociologist George Herbert Mead (1863–1931) proposed this relational construction already long ago, and I regret that his views have failed to become dominant, particularly in North America, where the stark opposite became prevalent, namely, the ‘lone-hero’ version of individualism. This highly individualised mindset has influenced the field of psychology and was influenced by it, and, according to my view, this went too far.

I am glad that pioneers such as Jean Baker Miller began to turn the tide in North America in the 1970s. Miller was an early leader who emphasised the role of relationships and community, and I am grateful to Linda Hartling for introducing me to Miller’s relational-cultural theory. Miller’s insights helped me understand my own practice, they helped me understand what I do since I can remember, namely, enact the person-oriented approach that also Valsiner speaks of, heeding the Gestalt nature of personal encounters with the external world and appreciating the person as a Gestalt-maker. ‘The basic human psychological development is centred in the personal innovation of one’s unique life course. Generalisation becomes re-inserted into the never-ending particularities that are created as the person moves towards his or her future, from birth to death’, formulates Valsiner.

All my life I have felt that the ‘hierarchy of knowing’ with the ‘expert’ as ‘the knower’ and the objects of research being ‘the known’ could also be reversed. Just like Kenneth Gergen, I have always been distrustful of the claim to objectivity in method that ‘permits the researcher to dismiss the knowledge claims of the “objects of research” as biased and ignorant’.

I have therefore taken the standpoint of a relational being — ‘I speak with others, and therefore I can know’.
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